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the united nations general assembly have declared 2022 as the international year of glass, with a
focus on highlighting the heritage and importance of this material in our lives. to celebrate this,

new ashgate gallery in collaboration with contemporary glass society, is excited to present joyful
reflections, an uplifting exhibition that celebrates everyday life and craft. jane birkinshaw’s work
mainly consists of wood engravings and linocuts. she has been producing work for over 20 years

and has exhibited widely, including at camden arts centre and victoria miro gallery, and recently at
florence d'arcy gallery, london. the new ashgate gallery is a non-profit making trust that cultivates

the pursuit of excellence in a marketplace environment, with support to emerging artists, by
exhibiting work and through professional development. we promote the creative process for all

communities through exhibitions, workshops, talks and outreach work. we provide an unparalleled
resource in farnham, surrey and beyond. the concert will open with a special performance by the
great british guitarist and singer johnny kidd, who will be playing an exclusive set of his songs in

the intimate setting of the gallery. then these creative men and women will share their own photos
and photos of the festival in the space, explaining what they are doing and why they are making
the art. you can see the brush strokes in the stampin up! fine art floral designer series paper and

its just beautiful! this beautiful card blends the designer series paper with other fine art floral suite
products the art gallery stamp set and painted texture 3d embossing folder.
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since the gallery opened in 2012, we have had several local artists featured in the gallery. we sell original
pieces and prints by various artists, including featured artists. we have a great variety of artists, ranging from

traditional to contemporary. our featured artists are frequently at the gallery to teach workshops, lead art
classes, and offer demonstrations, so be sure to check out the schedule on our website. from the owners: we
opened the gallery in december 2012. we have been working hard to be the best gallery in the area. we are a
non-profit and are not meant to make a profit. we are a community gallery and are proud to be a part of the

studio city art community. we always have the highest quality of art. we work very hard to be here for you, the
artist, and for all of our customers. we hope you will enjoy coming to our gallery and visiting with us. there is a
reason we have stayed here for the past three years. we want you to feel comfortable and enjoy your visit. our
gallery is located in a beautiful, well-maintained building and we are proud of our art. we are very proud of our
two large, spacious galleries. all of our art is professionally framed and we have a great variety of art. we hope

you enjoy your visit. a self-taught artist, jeffrey chen received his ba in art history from nyu and went on to
receive his mfa in sculpture from the university of southern california. chen has been featured in numerous

publications and exhibits, including the robert berman gallery, international arts & craft fair, nyc, and the san
francisco museum of modern art. he is also an artist-in-residence at john jay college of criminal justice in new

york. 5ec8ef588b
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